MONDORF PARC HÔTEL****
A renovation for new getaways
Having inaugurated the brand new Espace Saunas by Mondorf (a unique, privileged location in the very heart
of nature for relaxing and getting fit again) last May, MONDORF Domaine Thermal today presents a new
phase of its vast refurbishment plan by unveiling the complete renovation of its 4-star hotel.
Management opened all 108 rooms of the Mondorf Parc Hôtel**** this summer after a period of works
carried out at a marathon pace. Listed under Hôtels & Préférence since 2014, the main hotel of Domaine
Thermal henceforth breathes a wave of modernism into the accommodation offer already available at
Mondorf-les-Bains and more broadly, in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.
Carried out in record time since November 2014, the renovation pertains to the rooms and their bathrooms
(or showers), the creation of a new bar at the hotel entrance and the creation of new banquet and
conference facilities. The brand new furnishings and bedding of the rooms flirt with the modernism and calm
expected from Spa & Wellness hotels. The Feierwôn bar has become a fully-fledged venue to receive clients
as soon as they step inside the Mondorf Parc Hôtel****. For their part, the new reception rooms complete
the Domaine’s offer for organising private events (weddings, birthday parties, communions, etc.) or
professional events (meetings, residential seminars, conferences, etc.).
Get away from it all!
Tucked away in a magnificent green setting spanning more than 40 hectares, the Mondorf Parc Hôtel**** is
the ideal location for rest and recreation (Spa, Wellness, Fitness, Sport …), health or business stays (15
reception rooms and lounges). Carefully decorated in a contemporary and current style, the 108 rooms and
suites of the Mondorf Parc Hôtel**** change with the four seasons – Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter.
Situated right next to the main hotel of the Domaine Thermal, the charming, pleasant Villa Welcome, which
draws inspiration from the manorial residences of its age, offers the hospitality of 21 rooms with warm
undertones.
Staying in Mondorf Domaine Thermal therefore means spending precious getaway and relaxation moments
by capitalising to the full on all thermal, leisure and fitness activities the estate has to offer. From theme
package deals to stays à la carte, combining Spa care treatments and bathing leisure activities, plus
gastronomy of course, MONDORF Domaine Thermal has it all!
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